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Abstract – Measuring the adequacy of mark technique is a troublesome errand. This paper analyzes the 
methodology to estimation of technique through provision of mark score and mark value as an 
instrument. The study was finished in two stages. In the first stage mark score was computed by 150 post 
graduate administration scholars.  

The second stage of the study was to compute mark value utilizing the same respondents for the same 
marks. Top three marks in nourishment, cool drink and telecommunication administration supplier 
portions were chosen for the study. Higher Mcdonald's mark score additionally had higher mark value list 
when contrasted with Domino and Pizza cabin. It denotes technique is working well as reflected in two 
measurable apparatuses. Single segment study for investigating the mark score and mark value record 
can give knowledge into effect of procedure on the aforementioned two measurable methodologies of 
procedure. It can additionally assists in decreasing wastage of promotional use. This could give an extent 
of further research because of less work done around there. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

INTRODUCTION 

In a developing economy, the significance of stakes 
like marks is expanding. Mark speaks for extremely 
essential holding (Günter and Kriegbhaum-Kling, 
2001). In this way, comprehension of mark is a vital 
venture in assembling the mark and value. In spite of 
the fact that mark value might be influenced by 
numerous elements, its valuation on yearly foundation 
may be demanding and drawn out.  

As per Andrew (2003), there is more excellent 
improvement of hole between discernment and 
actuality brought about because of announcement of a 
mark. The higher the stake of shopper personality is, 
the bigger mark value and piece of the overall industry 
could be. Notwithstanding, how mind offer and mark 
value might be exchanged to unmistakable piece of 
the pie? Mark procedure could influence the same. 
Mark administration procedure ought to be utilized for 
launching and upholding a proceeding dialog with the 
clients what's more for upgrading relationships (Vargo 
and Lusch, 2004). There is abundant confirmation in 
the written works that proposes that different 
showcasing correspondences impact mark value, 
incorporating publicizing (Aaker what's more Biel, 
1993; Cobb-Walgren, Ruble and Dontha, 1995), 
sponsorship (Cornwell, Roy and Steinard, 2001), and 
different elective conveyance choices (Joachimsthaler 
and Aaker, 1997).  

Mark score could be one of the instruments to 
measure the adequacy of mark procedure 
(Srivastava, 2005). Mark score is the score gave by 
buyers on distinctive parameters. It consolidates 
standing concurring to client, mark at conveying the 
profit clients genuinely covet, mark staying pertinent 
to client, discerned valuing in client psyche, mark 
portfolio and client administration want computing the 
mark score. Mark score can reflect the image of a 
mark in client brain in a measured approach.  

This could be influenced by mark picture as 
discerned by buyer. Picture is paramount as marks 
are contending in the universal stadium and hence it 
gets fundamental to support center substance of the 
mark crosswise over verges (Pappu et al., 2006). 
Stern et al. (2001) infer that picture is for the most 
part considered the result of a transaction whereby 
indicates emitted by promoting unit are accepted by a 
receptor and arranged into mental recognition.  

Hence, recognition that shoppers hold about marks 
implied altogether as the mark picture is a vital part of 
value (Driesener and Romaniuk, 2006). There are 
numerous diverse routines of measuring mark picture 
however scaling strategy figures out an 
acquaintanceship between a mark and quality and 
yet the quality of that companionship. It is adequate 
in catching mark quality linkage.  
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On the other hand, a mark score strategy not just 
blankets the discernment and yet takes center of 
recognized profit, significance of the mark, estimating 
discernment and administration desire and so on. 
Hence, mark score could be the nexus driver to 
improve mark procedure furthermore advance better 
mark value.  

Subsequently, challenges that advertisers face are to 
advance the mark score and change over it into 
substantial piece of the pie. Marking score can assist 
in forming furthermore figuring out the effect of 
methodology. It can likewise be connected to mark 
value as higher mark score can upgrade mark value 
(Srivastava, 2004). 

ISSUES  

The tests that advertisers could face are to upgrade 
the mark score and to discover the crux drivers of 
mark score, profiling it in like manner and improving 
the center systems. Prepurchase, buy and 
postpurchase experience can play a paramount focus 
in advancing the mark score and picture. Number of 
studies has been directed on mark picture (Shiva, 
2004). Estimation of picture could be keen however it 
is not a far reaching approach. Correspondingly, mark 
value could be utilized to measure the viability of 
system however its utilization is infrequent. In this way, 
mark score could be a device to measure the effect of 
mark system on a mark. Will the mark score run up 
with higher mark value? How a mark system can 
influence mark score? How mark score and mark 
picture are identified with one another? Subsequently, 
we collect that effect of mark system is a free variable, 
and mark score is an indigent variable. Shopper's 
pictures of a mark and mark value are likewise 
subordinate variables for the study. This paper tries to 
study how mark score and mark value could be utilized 
to measure the viability of mark technique. 

EFFECT OF BRAND PLANNING ON A BRAND 

Much consideration through the years has been payed 
to the growth of viable brand methods for obtaining 
furthermore holding clients (Knox and Freeman, 2006). 
Client maintenance and securing will depend on how 
brand is imagined through promoting methodologies 
as shoppers for the most part captivate for association 
with a brand (Marianne, 2007). Scoring methodology 
will accelerate better comprehension of brand and 
improving a vigorous psyche. In the meantime, in 
place to upgrade brand profit contrasted with others, a 
near promoting consistent with Jain et al. (2004) has 
accelerated lower brand disposition score. Probably, a 
right methodology has encouraged to make a fruitful 
brand because of advancing the positive brand picture. 
System structures the support for the firms and, thus, 
gives to the company's brand value. The brand 
strategist can guarantee a more synergistic and 
successful correspondence (Sreedhar et al., 2005). 
Subsequently, associations that operate a fruitful 
brand can get a charge out of higher bargains, rehash 

buy and serve to meet shopper desire (Gibson, 2003). 
An exceptional system not just assists in assembling 
brand value and picture and yet assists in enhancing 
brand score – the indicator for measuring adequacy of 
any procedure. 

IMPACT OF CONSUMER IMAGE ON BRAND 
MEASURABLE AS BRAND SCORE 

Brand image is created due to total experience of a 
customer. It is essential that a brand must make 
meaningful connection with its customer (Display and 
Design l, Dec., 2007). However, only 8% customers 
rated their most recent experience as superior and 
therefore, one must understand brand image 
(Marianne, 2007). Brand image relates to consumer’s 
perception of the brand (Shiva, 2005). Positive 
experience with the brand creates positive word of 
mouth. Generating a positive word of mouth (WOM) 
among consumers has become a very important tool 
for marketers (Browman and Narayandas, 2001). 

This is possible if brand has a positive image. It is 
well-known that word of mouth (WOM) plays a 
significant role in influencing perception (Plunmer, 
2007). Same time, impact of consumer image of a 
brand is such that national brands are perceived to 
be superior to international private labels (Sung et 
al., 2007). Asian Paints is a national brand in India 
and has overtaken in sales and market share when 
compared to international brands like Godless-
Nerolac, Berger Paint in India. Similarly, GSK, Pfizer, 
Merck are far behind in pharmaceutical segment 
compared to CIPLA in India. Consumers in India 
have positive image for these brands but on relative 
measures Indian brand is on higher side. Brand 
score could be a tool to compare and assess the 
image on a comparative scale. It is possible that 
brand score may be higher if the image of a brand is 
higher. 

A study of brand score could give an insight on 
brand image and suggest the ways to improve 
image. Image can influence brand score. 
Comparative study of brand score can help in 
studying the brand image in the market and can play 
a role in measuring the effectiveness of strategy. 
Brand image and strategy can have a direct 
relationship to brand score. 

BRAND VALUE AND ITS INTERFACE WITH 
BRAND SCORE  

Keller (1993) demarcates brand value as the 
differential impact of brand information on purchaser 
reaction to the advertising of the brand and 
recommends brand consciousness and brand picture 
as the builds identified to client based brand value. In 
contemporary advertising, brand value has risen as 
crux technique holding that should be screened and 
nurtured for most extreme lifelong exhibition 
(Srivastava, 2008). Client value and brand value are 
the by and large significant subjects to scholarly 
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scientist (Leone et al., 2006). Brand value as a midway 
business idea for conglomeration has as of late risen.  

Brand score and brand value might be reliant as 
higher brand value connotes brand score could be on 
the higher side. Brand score could be simpler to figure 
and for connecting method and brand value. In the 
prior study (Srivastava, 2004) brand value for Lux was 
higher and brand score on over all exhibition 
contrasted with others cleansers was on additionally 
higher side. Brand value may as well relate with the 
brand score. Brand score strategy could be one of the 
choices to measure the method effect on the 
recognition and might be associated with brand value. 
Offer of value gives a client based comprehension of 
brands position in client brain (Srivastava, 2008). 
Consequently, interface with brand score could be one 
of the options for evaluating method on brand value. 

OBJECTIVES 

The objective of the study, therefore, is to investigate 
and find out: 

 whether impact of strategy on brand image 
and equity can be measured by brand score; 

 how brand score can be correlated to brand 
equity; 

 whether successful strategy implementation 
mean higher brand score? 

CONCLUSION 

The present study affirms the prior finding of 
Srivastava (2004). Then again, present study secured 
Tsp, nourishment and soda fragments which were 
definitely not secured in prior study. The study affirms 
the theory that mark score is the nexus driver to survey 
also enhance mark technique (H1) at the same time 
will impact mark score and mark value (H2) also 
accordingly affirms H1 and H2 theories. The part of 
mark method was not contemplated in prior study and 
for the first run through an endeavor is made to 
measure the adequacy of the method by utilizing mark 
score and mark value list as measurable apparatuses. 
This was most certainly not passed on till now 
according to distributed and ready expositive 
expression on the subject. It additionally proposes 
routes to enhance procedure adequacy in an 
aggressive environment for mark with use of mark 
score and mark value. 
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